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INSTALLATION OF THESE HEADERS REQUIRES WELDING 
The Catalytic Convertors are welded to the factory manifolds and need to be cut from the factory 
manifold and welded to the JBA Headers. The following steps are critical to retain the integrity of the 
Emissions system and must be done properly for the vehicle to remain legal for road use.

Driver side:
1. Remove the Plastic Engine cover and the air cleaner box.
2. Remove the rubber splash shields from the inner fenders from the tire side.
3. On 4 WD vehicles remove the skid plates and unbolt the drive shaft from the front differential (It 
can stay attached to the transfer case) and position it towards the motor.
4. Unbolt both sides of the exhaust from the catalytic converters. Unplug all four 02 sensors from the 
harness. Remove the exhaust system from the 2 bolt flange that connects it to the Y Pipe.
5. Remove the braces that bolt from the bell housing area to the exhaust flange at the bottom of the 
cats.
6. Remove the AIR fitting from the stock exhaust manifold. The AIR gasket will be reused.
7. Remove the six nuts from the manifold/cat. assembly to the cylinder head. These are most easily 
reached through the fender well. Remove the manifold/cat assembly and stock gasket and set aside. 
ONLY remove the Driver’s side at this time!
8. The catalytic convertor is welded to the manifold. Cut the cat from the manifold right next to the 
factory weld on the cat side. Be careful to cut it right next to the weld and as square as possible.
9. Install the JBA driver’s side header to the cylinder head and secure with at least 4 of the nuts.
10. Slip the cat up into position against the collector and reinstall the Y pipe and the brackets that 
secure the cat/exhaust to the belhousing. This will allow you to properly position the cat to the header 
for welding. Make sure the entire exhaust is bolted back in the proper position - this is critical to 
maintain proper running and calibration of your engine. Take your time and make sure everything 
aligns properly.
11. Center the catalytic convertor on the header collector and tack weld in at least 3-4 places securely 
so that it is held in position and won’t move during removal for final welding.
12. Remove the exhaust Y pipe and brackets being careful not to disturb your tack welds.
13. Remove header/cat assembly.



14. Finish welding the header and catalytic convert together. Make sure there are no pinhole leaks.
(Avoid prolonged exposure to high temperature and heat build up by welding in segments and 
allowing cat assembly to cool between welds) 
15. Re-install header/cat assembly using supplied gasket and original nuts. Tighten the nuts and bolts 
to starting in the center and working your way out. Install the AIR Fitting to the JBA header AIR Rail 
using the supplied nuts, bolts, and washers.
16. Re-connect support bracket, do not re install the exhaust Y pipes.
Passenger side:
1. Repeat steps 7 through 15 from above for the passenger side. On the passenger side header you 
need to start the rear lower most nut before starting any of the others for clearance reasons.
2. Reconnect the 02 sensor plugs to the harness on both sides.
3. Reinstall the exhaust Y pipe and exhaust system, and tighten all fasteners.
4. Reinstall the driveshaft and skid plates on 4WD vehicles.
5. Reinstall the rubber splash shields and the front wheels.
6. Attach the battery cable and start the engine. Check for leaks especially around your welds. There 
cannot be any leaks between the cat and the header or your engine will not run right and will not pass 
emissions testing.
7. Make sure that no wires or hoses are contacting any part of the exhaust. Reinstall the plastic 
engine cover. Install the JBA CARB Compliance sticker under the hood in plain view.
After 100 miles recheck all the nuts holding the header on, they can loosen over time, so we 
recommend periodically checking them for tightness.

 Parts List: 
 (1) Driver Side Header Assembly (1) Passenger Side Header Assembly
 (2) Header gaskets    (4) 1/4”X1” bolts, nuts, lock washers, and flat washers
 (2) JBA Decals   (1) JBA CARB Sticker


